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ABSTRACT 
 

The human cornea is an avascular, transparent tissue that permits or allows light rays to enter or 
reach the retina. The cornea is made up of several layers, each of which plays an important role in 
preserving the transparency and power of cornea. The epithelium, Bowmans layer, Descemet’s 
membrane and endothelium are the layers of the cornea. This study aimed to discover the 
incidences of severe and non-severe corneal inflammation amongst wearers of modern technology 
touch lenses. Studies on touch lens users providing with a corneal ulcer/infiltrates were reported. 
On the basis of severity, a medical severity matrix was utilized among cases of severe and non-
severe corneal inflammation. There was a large distinction in severe corneal infection among ew-
hydrogel and ew-silicone hydrogel. When it comes to evaluating touch lens-related corneal 
inflammation, a medical severity matrix is available in hand. Wearers of contact lenses who sleep 
with them have a appreciably low risk of severe corneal inflammation than those who simplest  put 
on lenses for the duration of the day. Those cases who everyday sleep with lenses have a 5-fold 
lower risk of severe corneal inflammation as compared day-to-day hydrogel lenses for prolonged 
utilization. 
 

 
Keywords: Corneal infiltrates; contact lens; extreme corneal irritation; bacterial growth; hydrogel 

lenses. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The human cornea is an avascular, transparent 
tissue that permits or allows light rays to enter or 
reach the retina. The cornea is made up of 
several layers, each of which plays an important 
role in preserving the transparency and power of 
cornea. The epithelium, Bowmans layer, 
Descemet’s membrane and endothelium are the 
layers of the cornea. The corneal stroma which 
has a regular spacing of crystalline collagen 
fibres and is largely dry are an                         
important mechanism for retaining                             
the corneal transparency [1]. The corneal 
Endothelium located at the basement             
membrane, is the innermost corneal layer                
[2].  

 
This sediment functions as a barrier and a pump, 
each of which are required for corneal 
transparency [3]. The epithelium has the capacity 
to  repair itself but the endothelium doesn’t [4,5]. 
As a result when there is a cell harm due to 
diverse illness, surviving endothelial cells are 
stimulated to expand and move to cover any 
flaws, maintaining its transparency. Patients with 
corneal endothelial loss and malfunction 
experience loss of vision, discomfort and pain 
which is sometimes. Despite the use of medical 
treatment to treat symptoms, corneal endothelial 
dysfunction can only be treated by keratoplasty 
either a complete thickness or partial thickness 
corneal transplantation. Damage to cornea due 
to contact lens is common scenario which one 
can see in day-to-day clinical life. Since the 
contact lenses can hold up the dust or 
microorganisms in it, it can cause infections and 
damage to cornea and in case if the liquid use to 
clean the lens is contaminated the chances of 
infection and bacterial corneal inflammation 
increases several folds. And if the inflammation 
is not treated it can lead to the formation of ulcer 
which results in either visual loss of decreased 
vision in eye due to the reason that corneal ulcer 
heals in different stages and ultimately results in 
cicatrization (scar formation) and thinning of 
corneal endothelium. And if the inflammation isn't 
always treated day-to-day result in the formation 
of ulcer day-to-day both visible lack of reduced 
vision within the affected eye due day everyday 
the reason that corneal ulcer heals in distinct 
stages and ultimately consequences in 
cicatrization (scar formation) and thinning of 
corneal endothelium. Inflammation of cornea 
(keratitis) is characterised by corneal                
oedema, cellular infiltration and ciliary 
congestion. 

2. CLASSIFICATION 
 
It is difficult to classify and assign a group to 
each and every case of corneal inflammation; as 
overlapping concurrent findings tend to obscure 
the picture.  Untreated corneal inflammation will 
ultimately lead to corneal ulcer which is defined 
as any breach or discontinuation in the normal 
epithelial surface of cornea associated with 
necrosis of the surrounding tissues. 
Pathologically, it is characterized by oedema and 
cellular infiltration. Corneal ulcer can be of 
various types eg; Bacterial corneal ulcer, fungal 
corneal ulcer, viral corneal ulcer, chlamydia 
corneal ulcer, protozoan corneal ulcer, vernal 
corneal ulcer, mycotic corneal ulcer, etc. 
 
As per a study reported from Michigan, cases 
wore contact lenses on a normal basis spoke 
back positive every day about moderate corneal 
inflammation. The cases have been asked every 
day fill out a green colored affected character 
survey questionnaire with  data, whether or now 
not they used each day sleep in lenses (sporting 
manner), the kind of lens (described with the 
beneficial resource of the material used every 
day make the lens and/or the frequency with 
which the lens is changed), the gadget used for 
lens care, and the primary motive for they visited 
the take a look at centre whilst a affected 
individual changed into checked, the existence of 
any form of corneal infiltration  or ulcer became 
certain. 
 
If there was no proof of corneal involvement, no 
similarly data have become accrued for the 
features of this test. If there was a corneal 
infiltration or ulcer, the attending  stuffed out a 
red colored medical survey shape (on the 
alternative facet of the patient survey 
questionnaire) that gathered scientific records 
pertinent every day this examine. The 
questionnaire surveys were shade-coded every 
day lead them to greater reachable to apply in a 
frantic medical surroundings. one of the 
maximum vital everyday of the medical records 
obtained day-to-day using a clinical severity. 
 
They were assigned a severity score on a scale 
of 0 to ten relevant each day, considering the 
category of corneal infiltrative occasions as mild, 
moderate, or immoderate. The "medical severity 
rating" for every incident ranged from  every day 
daily  with the lower range day-to-day the check's 
inclusion requirement of handiest individuals with 
an infiltrative response. The better the score, the 
greater critical the scientific episode. Aasuri et. 
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al. [6-8] have confirmed that any score extra than 
8 suggests large microbial corneal 
contamination. Any scrapes that produced 
results were tracked for form of lens worn, the 
severity, and the outcome of any corneal scrapes 
have been investigated. 
 
A severity score of more than 8 is marked as 
"excessive corneal inflammation"; in everyday 
clinical terms, that is assumes  be a case of 
moderate bacterial or any microbial corneal 
contamination (essentially the designation given 
with the beneficial useful resource of  Aasuri et. 
al.) require more extensive antibiotic treatment. 
Non-excessive corneal inflammation is described 
as any manifestations with a severity score less 
than eight or eight and illnesses and generally 
does not need clinical intervention. This name 
changed to "sterile corneal inflammation" [9,10]. 
 
As per another study,  24,000 patients with 
ocular illnesses who visited the eye centre were 
assessed using Bailey's method (described by 
way of way of using Senn & Sampson [11]. The 
prevalence of ocular illnesses were associated in 
all residential localities.  
 
A twelve months survey on contact lens giving 
behaviour within the united kingdom includes 
data on 8833 touch lens fittings carried out 
through 977 practitioners. Based on these 
situations, the following four lens types are 
suggested for prolonged use [12]. 
 

2.1 Categorization of Lenses 
 

1. Rigid lenses composed of inflexible gas 
permeable polymers comprising silicone. 
Over the preceding nine years, it was 
certain that no. patient inside the united 
kingdom have been fitted with polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) lenses [12]. 

2. Hydrogel lenses (all sorts of hydrogel 
lenses) (aside from disposable and silicone 
hydeogel-lenses). From last 9 years, 
4percent of wearers of this lens type were 
prescribed lenses every day get replaced 
each two weeks, 70percent month-to-
month, and 18percent much less regularly; 
8percent of wearers had been informed 
daily replace their contacts in line with the 
requirements (i.e on an unplanned 
replacement basis) [12]. 

3. Silicone hydeogel—new era silicone 
containing hydrogel_lenses; handiest two 
such  substances had been daily   the 
united kingdom at the time of this survey  

4. Balafilcon-A and lotrafilcon-A. Both these 
lenses are meant daily be replaced on a 
monthly basis [12]. 

 

2.2 Finding out Total Number People Who 
Wore Lenses 

 

The UK association of touch Lens manufacturers 
furnished figures on the no. of contact lens 
wearers inside the U.K using the records on 
sporting modalities and lens kind given above, 
and assuming a complete united kingdom 
population of 672 crores, we have been capable 
of predict the range of customers in the health 
center population the usage of every lens type on 
a  wear versus prolong put on basis [13,14]. 
 

The incidence rate of non-severe and  severe 
corneal irritation for every wearing manner/lens 
was calculated using Wilson's method [15]. The 
facts is also reported concerning the relative 
chance that has defined the ratio of every year 
infection incidence. For evaluations with low 
percentages of presenting sufferers, the Fisher's 
genuine test has been used [16]. 
 

3. DISCUSSION 
 

Instances of microbial corneal irritation have 
been reported by Poggio et al. [17] and Cheng. 
et al. [18] in epidemiological studies depending 
on the subsequent scientific set of criteria: "a 
stromal infiltrate of cornea with an overlying 
abnormalities of epithelium (ulceration) clinically 
recognized as bacterial(microbial) corneal 
inflammation and anti - microbial remedy" With 
the  essence, this criterion refers day-to-day 
clinically severe microbial corneal infection, that's 
broadly equivalent to the "severe corneal 
infection". 
 

A notably better yearly prevalence of severe 
corneal infection was reported for hydrogel 
lenses used on an prolong wearing basis 
[17,18,19] . Poggio et. al. and Cheng et. al. 
reported cases of  intense corneal inflammation. 
The parameter used day-to-day outline  of 
corneal infiltrative activities of non-severe corneal 
infection [20] The prevalence of non-severe 
corneal inflammation increases as the edge is 
raised, while the occurrence of severe corneal 
infection decreases. Moreover, adopting a 
scientific severity matrix has the gain of reducing 
inter-observer difference in determining non-
severe versus severe corneal inflammation [21]. 
 
A key reported fact was 5 times reduced risk of 
severe corneal inflammation with silicone 
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hydrogel lenses compared with hydrogel lenses 
while worn on prolonged basis. The vital 
difference among these lens types is the greater  
oxygen transmission capabilities of silicone 
hydrogel lenses. Severe corneal inflammation is 
significantly associated with corneal oxygen 
availability. Solomon et al. confirmed such an 
association in a rabbit eye through demonstrating 
higher counts of excessive microbial corneal 
inflammation. Ren et al. tested that 
Pseudomonas bacteria were abundant inside the 
rabbit cornea (the cornea being a important 
precursor for infection) at the same time as 
contact lenses of better oxygen transmissibility 
are worn [22,23]. 

 
The above findings recognize the daily  use of 
silicone hydrogel lenses. However considering  
the advantages of the type of lens in terms of 
wearer comfort and keeping off damaging effects 
associated with long term deposit formation, no 
statistically significant difference was noted on  
occurrence of severe corneal inflammation 
amongst daily wearers and wearing disposable 
lenses as opposed to daily wearers using  
hydrogel lenses. Pseudomonas species are 
usually considered as damage causing microbial  
pathogen in contact lens related corneal 
inflammation, as per the findings of clinical 
severity scores of the patients who had 
undergone corneal scrape procedure [24-34]. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
Medical severity framework is useful in analyzing 
contact lens related corneal irritation. People who 
sleep in contact lenses have a more prevalence 
of severe corneal infection than those who wear 
lenses throughout waking hours. People who 
pick out day-to-day sleep in lenses be 
encouraged to wear silicone hydrogel lenses, 
which offer a 5-fold reduced risk of severe 
corneal inflammation for a long periods of time. 
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